News
Atos Achieves AWS Level 1 Managed
Security Service Provider Competency Status
Paris, France, August 25, 2021 – Atos announced today that it has achieved Amazon
Web Services (AWS) Level 1 Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP) Competency status.
This designation recognizes that Atos has successfully met AWS’s requirements for a
baseline of managed security services to protect and monitor essential AWS resources 24/7,
known as Level 1 Managed Security Services. This new baseline standard of quality for
managed security services was introduced by AWS to benefit cloud environments of any
size and it spans six security domains: vulnerability management, cloud security best
practices and compliance, threat detection and response, network security, host and
endpoint security, and application security. The six domains contain multiple MSSP services,
each with technical skillset and operational process requirements specific to AWS.
AWS launched the AWS Level 1 MSSP Competency to enable customers to easily acquire
ongoing security monitoring and management, validated by AWS. AWS security experts
annually validate the tools used and operational processes of each MSSP address specific
cloud security challenges such as continuous event monitoring, triaging, AWS service
configuration best practices, and 24/7 incident response. The AWS Level 1 MSSP
Competency provides a faster and easier experience for customers to select the right MSSP
to help them achieve their goals for business risk and cloud strategy confidence.
Achieving the AWS Level 1 MSSP Competency differentiates Atos as an MSSP and AWS
Partner with essential 24/7 managed cloud security skillsets to earn the distinction of Level
1 MSSP.
This new status complements Atos’ position as an AWS Advanced Consulting Partner and
member of the AWS Well-Architected Partner Program. Atos and AWS collaborate on Atos
OneCloud, Atos’ unique initiative which brings together its comprehensive cloud capabilities
into one powerful offering and puts cloud security at the very core of its approach.
Over the years, Atos has demonstrated extensive experience in providing consulting,
professional and managed services at scale to many AWS customers. Atos maintains over
4,000 AWS accreditations, supporting customers in cloud transformation projects
worldwide. In cloud security, Atos delivers professional services and managed services on
vulnerability management, cloud platform security, threat detection and response, network
security, host and endpoint security and application security.
“We are excited to be one of the first AWS Partners to achieve AWS Level 1 MSSP
Competency status. By working with AWS, Atos is delivering native security services
to customers for end-to-end security. We will continue to grow our competencies to
help our clients securely embrace cloud services as part of our Atos OneCloud
initiative.” said Wim Los, SVP Cloud Enterprise Solutions at Atos.
“Having an experienced security partner is critical for our customers. Atos' extensive
cloud security knowledge and experience is a strong differentiator when it comes to
helping customers orchestrate their security within the AWS environment, using
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Atos' unique product and service portfolio.” said Ryan Orsi, Global Security/MSSP
Practice Team Lead, AWS.
Atos AWS Native Security services are built around the native capabilities that AWS brings
to customers to enhance their security posture, threat detection and compliance. Atos
further enhances these capabilities by adding its Security Operations Center (SOC),
advanced reporting features, a computer security incident response team and optionally
security information and event management capabilities and managed detection and
response proficiency through Atos AIsaac. The Atos AIsaac platform is a cloud-native
solution with hybrid and multi-cloud support. AIsaac combines award-winning artificial
intelligence for cybersecurity, proven high-performance computing, and innovations in edge
AI.
More information about Atos’s work with AWS: https://atos.net/en/about-us/partners-andalliances/amazon-web-services

***
About Atos
Atos is a global leader in digital transformation with 105,000 employees and annual revenue of over
€ 11 billion. European number one in cybersecurity, cloud and high performance computing, the Group
provides tailored end-to-end solutions for all industries in 71 countries. A pioneer in decarbonization
services and products, Atos is committed to a secure and decarbonized digital for its clients. Atos
operates under the brands Atos and Atos|Syntel. Atos is a SE (Societas Europaea), listed on the CAC40
Paris stock index.
The purpose of Atos is to help design the future of the information space. Its expertise and services
support the development of knowledge, education and research in a multicultural approach and
contribute to the development of scientific and technological excellence. Across the world, the Group
enables its customers and employees, and members of societies at large to live, work and develop
sustainably, in a safe and secure information space. www.atos.net
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